Front End Development Internship (LIMFE2709)

Role
This is a fantastic opportunity for a talented Developer with a passion for creating digital products to really enhance both CV and career prospects. Mentored by the Senior UX Designer, you will use your coding skills to extend and improve the user experience of this host company’s exciting new disruptive digital platform. As an early member of the product team you’ll have a large influence on the future development of this digital platform, with some freedom to create new consumer facing features.

Tasks
- Improving and evolving the limber user interface by delivering high quality, well-tested code
- Working with our in-house UX Designer to extend and improve the experience of users on the limber platform
- Collaborating with backend developers to ensure smooth deployment and product delivery.

Desired Skills
- Experience in frontend development (HTML, CSS and JavaScript)
- A good understanding of mobile-first and responsive web design
- A passion for technology and a proactive approach to work
- An obsession with detail
- Awareness or experience of a modern JavaScript framework such as Angularjs or similar

The Host Company
This host company provides a platform for casual staffing in hospitality and beyond; where part time shifts and all part time workers in a city are connected over one platform. Workers mix and match their shifts at cool venues and hirers flex up and down when they were busy. Launched in Bristol in 2016 our host company has recently received seed funding from a South West based private equity outfit and a few serial London based technology investors.

Phone: +44 1225 430641
Email: apply@espauk.com
Website: www.espauk.com